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Aristotle. A DISSERTATION ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE, IN FOUR BOOKS.
(Thomas Taylor, translator & editor). In Which his Principal Physical and Metaphysical Dogmas
are Unfolded, and it is Shown, from Indubitable Evidence, that his Philosophy has not been
Accurately known since the Destruction of the Greeks. The Insufficiency also of the Philosophy
that has been Substituted by the Moderns for that of Aristotle, is Demonstrated. London: Printed
for the Author by Robert Wilks, 1812, first edition, large heavy quarto, late 19th century half green
morocco and boards, raised bands, gilt lettered spine, marbled ep's, top edge waxed red,
XXVIII+577pp, extensive footnotes throughout, corners scuffed, cup-rings on front and back
boards that are also rubbed and a bit worn, the half-title is soiled as are the margins of the first 10
pages, o/w a very good and wide-margined copy, edges untrimmed, with the bookplate of George
Herbert Evans. Handsome looking spine with bands gilt and with a gilt heraldic lion with Latin
motto in the upper compartment. No firm limitation has been ascribed to this rare book but Taylor
once said it was "perhaps more than 50 copies." Often confused with his Metaphysics of Aristotle,
which was first published in 1801 and later judged inferior by Taylor to this work, (which he
considered "one of my most valuable efforts" Raine p.224). It was issued a few years after his nine
(or ten depending on issue) volume set of The Works of Aristotle which went quickly out of print.
This was meant to be Taylor's distillation of that set, which was in fact limited to 50 copies. No
copies online. $900.00
Bell, John. A NEW DICTIONARY OF ALL RELIGIONS… WITH AN IMPARTIAL
ACCOUNT OF THE ORIGIN AND RESPECTIVE TENENTS OF EACH… Newcastle: Cuddon
c.1815, 1st ed, contemporary plain binder’s boards, hand-lettered spine (now mostly faded), 398pp,
bookplate of the Abbey of St. Benedict, fine copy. Rare Catholic work with very detailed, often
pontifical entries on hundreds of various Christian orders (Shakers, Calvinists, etc), personages,
conflicts, hermits, monasteries, heresies, symbolism, regalia, ancient texts, libraries, etc & etc.
Bell wrote A New Pantheon (1794). No copies online. $275.00
Bulwer, E. L. - ZANONI. Paris: A. & W. Galignani & Co, 1842, one volume edition, text in
French, early half green morocco and marbled sides, ep’s marbled, VIII+337pp, joints a little edge

worn, fore and top margins somewhat foxed, last leaf foxed, text block crisp, hinges tight, a very
good copy of this classic of Rosicruciana. “The well known author was a member of the
Rosicrucian Society in England, and [this work] embodies some of his happiest inspirations
derived therefrom.” (Gardner, Bibliotheca Rosicruciana, 2nd ed, No.117). Not in Caillet, (but see
No.1790). Very influential on HPB, Besant was also a big fan. Bulwer is known for his purple
prose, such as “It was a dark and stormy night...” First published in three volumes in Paris, this is
a one volume edition issued in the same year. Rare, only one copy in OCLC Bookplate of Thomas
Arthur Kemmis, 1806-1858, member of Parliament, with signature of his wife on ep. No copies
online. $200.00

Burton, Robert). Democritus Junior. - THE ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY. What it is with all
the Kinds, Causes, Symptoms, Prognostics, and Several Cures of it. In Three Partitions; with their
Several Sections, Members, and Subsections, Philosophically, Medicinally, Historically Opened
and Cut Up. With a Satirical Preface, Conducing to the Following Discourse. London: William
Tegg, [1858], “New Edition,” XVI+[2] +747pp, printed title, engraved title and portrait by
Thurston & Davenport, four pages of synoptical charts, fully indexed, publ's handsome gilt cloth,
top of spine just slightly torn, spine a bit faded, text block tight and crisp, a fine copy, taken from
the 1682 edition. There are many decent reprints but older editions such as this are not so easily
found. $100.00
Drummond, W. THE OEDIPUS JUDAICUS. London: Reeves & Turner, 1866, newedition
revised. XLV+266pp, 18 b&w illustrations, 17 of which are full-page, 16 ofwhich are zodiacal
images. very good copy in plain recent calf-backed boards, giltlettered spine. The first edition of
1811 was limited to just 200 copies, this second edition was also issued in a very limited though
unknown number of copies and is even rarer than the 1st ed, (no copies online). Added to this
copy, and perhaps all copies a two page "Addition" which follows the table of contents but is
paginated separately (1-2pp). The binding is plain but strong. Drummond was a Scottish
philosopher best known for his influence on Shelley and Hume. The story of this work, his most
controversial, is complicated and best told in Joscelyn Godwin's The Theosophical Enlightenment

and also to a lesser degree in the introduction to the1986 reprint by RILKO. Esentially the curious
thesis that the Old Testament contains Hermetic and astrological symbolism. The influence of
Kircher is here. $300.00
Ellis, William Smith. - THE ANTIQUITIES OF HERALDRY. Collected from theLiterature,
Coins, Gems, Vases, and Other Monuments of Pre-Christian andMediaeval Times; with a
Catalogue of Early Armorial Seals: Tending to Show that Modern Heraldry Embodies or is
Derived From the Religious Symbols, the MilitaryDevices, and the Emblems of the Heathen
Deities of Antiquity. London: John RussellSmith, 1869 1st ed, contemporary red beveled cloth,
gilt spine, top gilt, 18 b&w plates and two in color, some misbound but complete, title page a bit
stained,binding rather waterstained with subsequent wrinkling of spine, periodic waterstaining to
text block, occasionally affecting a few plates, but a solid copy of a well made volume with
hidden Masonic and occult references. $150.00
Fabre-D'Olivet. LA LANGUE HEBRAIQUE RESTITUEE, Et Le Veritable Sens des Mots
Hebreux, Retabli et Prouve par Leur Analyse Radicale. Ouvrage Dand Lequel ontrouve reunis:
1. Une Dissertation Introductive sur l'Origine de la Parole, l'Etude des Langues qui Peuvent y
Conduire, et le but que l'Auteur s'est propose; 2. Une Grammaire Hebraique, Fondee sur de
Nouveaux Principes; et Rendue Utile a l'Etudedes Langues en General; 3. Une Serie de Racines
Hebraiques, Envisagees sous des Rapports Nouveaux, et Destinees a Faciliter l'Intelligence du
Language, et celle de la Science Etymologique; 4. Un Discours Preliminaire; 5. Une Traduction
en Francaisdes Dix Premiers Chapitres de Sepher, Contenant la Cosmogonie de Moyse. Cette
Traduction, Destinee a Servir de Preuve aux Principes Poses dans la Grammaire et dans le
Dictionnaire, est Precedee d'une Version Literale, en Francais et Anglais,Faite sur le Texte
Hebreu presente en Original avec une Transcription en Caracteres Modernes, et Accompagnee
de Notes Grammaticales et Critiques, ou l'Interpretation Donnee a Chaque mot est Prouvee par
son Analyse Radicale, et sa Confrontation avec le Mot Analogue Chaldaique, Syriaque, Arabe,
ou Grec. Paris: l'Auteur, Barrois, Eberhart, 1815-16, [first edition]. in two volumes, original
wraps, XLVIII+136pp (I),348pp, wraps soiled, textblock fine and bright. $220.00
Florian, J. P. FABLES DE FLORIAN. Illustrees par Victor Adam. Precedees d’Une Notice
par Charles Nodier. Et d’un Essai sur la Fable. Paris: Delloye & Desme 1838, contemporary
green shagreen gilt spine, all edges gilt, white moiré end papers XXVII+192pp, 110 engraved
plates and vignettes including engraved title and printed title, moderate but unobtrusive foxing
(mostly to the backs of the plates), old rude rubber stamp of Paris book dealer on ep otherwise a
very fine copy. (“Shagreen” is leather made from the backs of horses, or occasionally from an
ass, and is notable for its thickness, strength and durability while still being attractive--that is
forgetting the source--it is rarely used now for bindings). An attractive edition of this precursor
to Fontaine. Jean-Pierre Claris de Florian 1755-1794, member of the Academie Francaise, was a
French poet most famous for this work. Among the many expressions he is responsible for "He
who laughs last laughs best," might be the best known. Victor Adam (1801 – 1867), was an
artist loved by 19th century French society, the plates and vignettes are very charming, some are
downright strange, mostly of animals and their interactions with man. The Art Institute of
Chicago has a large collection of his works on their website. Of the few copies online none are
in the US. $175.00
Gellart, Gellert, M. [Christian Füchtegott]. LECONS DE MORALE, OU LECTURES
ACADEMIQUES, FAITES DANS L’UNIVERSITE DE LEIPSICK, PAR FEU.. Autrecht:
Schoonhoven c.1772, nouvelle edition, two volumes, fine binding, contemporary marbled paper
over calf (paper rubbed and worn), raised bands, spines beautifully and elaborately gilt with
sunflowers and horizontal chains of leaves and stems, [II]+XXX+252+[8] +590+93+[2]pp (ads),
head and tail woodcuts, engraved dedication page, calf just beginning to dry, joints just starting to
crack but a very well preserved complete copy, and looking quite nice on the shelf. One copy
online. Gellert (1715-1769) was an extremely popular and influential writer whose plays were
performed throughout Europe. This Enlightenment work rails against the evils of sexual passion
and advocates virginity until marriage among other moral crusades. $125.00

Gichtel, Johann Georg. - THEOSOPHIA PRACTICA. Des Auserwehlten Rust-Zeugs und Mannes
Gottes/ Johann Georg Gichtels. Funfte Theil. [Leiden, np, 1722], octavo, contemporary dark
brown calf, raised bands, gilt decorated spine, covers blind ruled, marbled ep’s, gilt gauffered
edges with clouds and chains, [1]-3107-3856pp, afew woodcut ornaments, occasional foxing, gilt
dull, two corner tips a bit chipped, one small chip from head of spine but a very good copy, binding
tight and sound, lays flat. The fifth of a seven volume work. Gichtel [1638-1710] is best known
as the first compiler of Boehme’s works. “After Boehme came Johann Georg Gichtel, who did
more to make theosophy a living, experiential, spiritual praxis than perhaps any one since,”
(Arthur Versluis, Theosophia, p.67). His life and works are wel ldelineated in Hanegraaff’s
Dictionary of Gnosis. “In the volumes of Gichtel’s Theosophia Practica we find many references
to paranormal or miraculous events,” (Hanegraaff). Complete sets are almost impossible to obtain
and thus it will be up to the diligent collector/librarian to cobbled together a set as they come one
by one. Not in Caillet, Jouin & Descreux, Gardner, Rosenthal, and not in Bibliotheca Esoterica
but see 186. $380.00

Grasset, Eugene. – HISTOIRE DES QUATRE FILS AYMON. Tres Nobles et tres Vaillans
Chevaliers. Gravure et Impression par Charles Gillot. Introduction par Charles Marcilly. Paris:
Launette 1883, heavy quarto, cont red morocco and marbled (painted?) sides, raised bands, top
gilt, red moiré ep’s, 224pp plus unpaginated notes section, one tiny scrape to rear cover else fine,
wraps bound in. 100 copies were on “Imperiales du Japon”, this is one of 200 on “papier de
Chine.” From the library of printer and publisher Wilhelm Metzner, with presentation inscription
to his son Ralph Metzner the psychedelic pioneer and alchemical scholar. Elaborate example of
art nouveau and chromolithography. $900.00
Herbert of Cherbury. – THE LIFE OF EDWARD LORD HERBERT, OF CHERBURY.
Edinburgh: Ballantyne & Co 1809, somewhat later polished calf, gilt edged covers and lovely
gilt ribbed spine, XVI+XXXVI+281pp plus three blanks, engraved frontis, fine condition, the
title and famed frontis (of Herbert reclining in a forest) are bright with deep impressions of the
type. With a prefatory dedication by Horace Walpole who edited the text, nice edition. $280.00
Meltiere, Ch. Moreau de la. LES NIEBELNUGEN, ou Les Bourguignons chez Attila, Roi des
Huns: Poeme Traduit de L'ancien Idiome Teuton. In Two Volumes: Premiere Partie: La
Splendour des Niebelungen Deuxieme Partie: La Detresse des Niebelungen. Paris: Charpentier
1837, 1st ed, 8vo, sewn wraps, 365+437pp, many notes, printed on thick rag paper, uncut, stain on
one title, wraps mostly detached and slightly chipped else vg-fine. This is the second translation
of the Nibelungen Tradition into French. $60.00

Mirville, Lules Eudes, Marquis de. PNEUMATOLOGIE. DES ESPRITS ET DE LEURS
MANIFESTATIONS DIVERSES. Paris: Vrayet de Surcy 1863-4, 5th edition, five volumes 1-5
(of 10), tall 8vo, contemporary half brown calf gilt lettered spines, raised bands with horizontal
gilt chains, marbled boards and ep’s, in exceptionally fine condition and handsomely bound. These
are the first five volumes of what years later become a 10 volume survey of all things relating to
Mesmerism, hypnosis, trance, and spirit states and manifestations. The first volume, complete in
itself, is a historical survey of these phenomena, written in the form of a memoir addressed to the
Academy of Sciences. It remains one of the great French studies on the subject and one of the
most ambitious studies before the establishment of the SPR in 1882. The Marquis eventually
decided that these phenomena were real but evil in nature, coming from dark, discarnate spirits
working through living beings. A massive historical, rational work. The publication history is very
complex as many volumes were published in different editions at different times with variant
paginations. Sequential sets such as this, published together are rare. Extensive note by Crabtree
No.676. Not in Tinterow or the LSA catalogue, Price had only volume one. $500.00
Monte-Snyders, Johanus, de. TRACTATUS DE MEDICINA UNIVERSALI. Frankfurt &
Leipzig: Thomas Matthaie, 1678. 12mo, 176pp, fine modern mottled calf, gilt label, raised bands
with gilt rules, new sympathetic ep’s, text slightly and evenly browned, tiny stain to one page
obscuring two letters, a very good to fine copy, with engraved emblem to part two, and with the
signature of the chemist Carl Magnus von Hell, “Carolus Hell” (1849-1926) on the front
pastedown. A treatise on the “universal panacea” and transmutation. Monte-Snyder’s identity is
unclear, according to Ferguson he may have been the grandson of Levius Lemnius where he
obtained the tincture with which he made several famous transmutations. Monte-Snyder was one
of Newton's favorite authors, whose works he studied over a long period of time. He wrote a
commentary on this text titled "The Three Mysterious Fires: Commentary on Monte -Snyder's
Tractatus de Medicina Universali." See Dobbs, Foundations of Newton’s Alchemy, p.174. No
copy at American or British auction 1975-2012, not in Zisska. Wellcome IV, p.160, Duveen 411
(who had the 1662 edition), Ferguson II, 105. $2,800.00

O'Brien, Henry. THE ROUND TOWERS OF IRELAND; OR THE MYSTERIES OF
FREEMASONRY, OF SABAISM, AND OF BUDHISM. For the First Time Unveiled. Prize
Essay of the Royal Irish Academy, Enlarged, and Embellished with Numerous Illustrations.
London: Whittaker, 1834, XXXVI+524pp, plus one page of errors and emissions, illustrated
with b&w woodcuts, some of which are full-page. One corner of title page torn partly taking
away an old signature, “W. H. Reece”. another corner repaired in the margin, lacks half-title
otherwise complete, very good to fine condition, bound in later dark grey cloth with light grey
printed paper spine label, new ep's, professionally done with handsome pairing of two colors of
grey and resewn saving the inner margins nicely. The text is clearly printed and the woodcuts are
choice, all printed on rag paper. In the preface the author describes his life-long study of
Freemasonry, of its beauties, and of his struggle to "bequeath the light of the night" to the
English reader though a study of the round towers of Ireland. The author's aim is vague in
places, pleasantly so as he is not convinced of his thesis that the towers were built by Buddhist
priests who travelled in the 8th century to Ireland and the west. He postulates a few other
theories, all of course "crack-pot" but interesting to the imaginative historian. The preface is a
hilarious collection of letters to and from various scholars, including Geoffrey Higgins where
O’Brien defends his book and strenuously argues with all. Reprinted in 1898. $275.00
Paine, Martyn. A DISCOURSE ON THE SOUL AND INSTINCT, PHYSIOLOGICALLY
DISTINQUISHED FROM MATERIALISM. Introductory to the Course of Lectures on the
Institutes of Medicine and Materia Medica, in the University of the City of New York. Delivered
on the Evening of Nov. 2, 1848, by... Published Originally by the Medical Class. Enlarged Edition.
NY: Edward H. Fletcher, 1849, publ's blind decorated Victorian black cloth, gilt lettered spine,
sewn, XI+230pp, tiny chip to top of spine but an uncommonly fine copy. Paine was a founder of
the Medical College and Library of the University of New York City where he bequeathed his
substantial library upon his death, he also gave Harvard the huge sum of $200,000 to fund a
publishing program named after his son Robert Troop Paine who committed suicide. This is his
most famous work and is considered a forerunner in the field of psychosomatic medicine and
biofeedback. The reprint is common, original editions are scarce. $65.00
Philo). – PHILÅONOS IOUDAIOU SYGGRAMMATA [Greek title then…] PHILONIS
IVDAEI, OMNIA QVAE EXTANT OPERA. Ex accuratissima Sigismundi Gelenii, & aliorum
interpretatione, Partim ab Adriano Turnebo, Professore regio, è Christianissimi Regis
Bibliotheca, partim à Davide Hoeschelio ex Augustana, edita &c. illustrata. Huic nouissimae
editioni accessere Variae lectiones & elegantissimus eiusdem Philonis, de Septemario libellus &
de Prividentia Dei fragmenta, cur rerum Indice locupletissmo. Paris: Lutetiae 1640, folio, [XVI,
all blanks]+1200+[78]pp (the last being 72pp of index, variae lectiones, and six blanks), full

contemporary vellum over thick boards, covers blind -stamped with large lozenge, contemporary
printed paper spine label (tiny chip), remains of ties, title rubricated with large woodcut of ship
in full sail on title, rust hole to C affecting a few letters, hinges cracked and joints splitting (cords
strong), a very nice copy, vellum clean, text bright without foxing, staining or age darkening,
binding tight, quite attractive, lays flat, Greek & Latin in parallel columns. The complete works
of Philo Judaeus edited by Adrianus Turnebus (1512-1565), first published in 1551 (“mais
incomplete,” Brunet), then enlarged in 1591, and enlarged again for this final edition, reprinted
in Frankfort 1691. “He more than any other writer, exhibits to us the process by which two great
streams of thought, from Greece and from Judaea, came to unite in one...for it was Philo more
than any single writer, who prepared the way for that marriage of Greek thought with
Christianity which was the main agency in the development of theology in the early church.”
(Edward Caird - The Evolution of Theology in the Greek Philosophers, II, p.183 seq.). Isaac
Newton owned a copy of this 1640 edition, (Harrison, Library of Isaac Newton No.1300), and
lengthy discussions of Newton’s interest are detailed in Dobbs’ The Janus Face of Genius. There
is an important discussion by Philo on the Temple of Solomon here that captivated Newton, see
Manuel, Isaac Newton Historian p.268 seq. Lynn Thorndike provides a substantial exposition of
Philo’s astrology and magic in volume one of History of Magic & Experimental Science, and K.
S. L. Guthrie, in The Alexandrian Philo Judaeus (1909) brings out the Neoplatonic esoterica
ignored by most scholars. $850.00
Plutarch. VITAE PARALLELAE. Iterum Recognovit Carolus Sintenis. Lipsiae: Trubner 18581860, five volumes, 12mo, contemporary half vellum and marbled boards,
XXIII+461+556+432+428+330pp, very nice copy. Spines neatly lettered in an old hand. Besides
the few prefatory pages in Latin, this is the Greek text, with large Latin index. All editions are
very scarce, even though it was later reprinted a number of times. $165.00
Plutarque. LES VIES DES HOMMES ILLUSTRES PAR PLUTARQUE, TRADUITES EN
FRANCOIS PAR RICARD. Paris: Lefevre 1856, tall 8vo, two volumes, contemporarily bound
in elaborate blind-stamped polished blue calf with double gilt rules, aeg, binder’s name on spine
“Simier R. Durol”, rebacked, marbled ep’s, 614+618pp, gilt inner dentelles, a tight fresh copy
though the rebacking does not quite match the quality of the original binding which depicts a
church alter with blank escutcheon in center. $135.00
Renouf, Peter Le Page. - THE LIFE-WORK OF SIR PETER LE PAGE RENOUF. First Series:
Egyptological And Philological Essays. Paris: Ernest Leroux 1902, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1st
editions, large heavy 8vo, publ’s polished black cloth with gilt decorated covers, four volumes:
volume I, 460p, photogravure portrait frontis, three folding plates, volume II, 439p; volume III,
558p, three folding plates; volume IV, CLVII+398p, 62 plates on card stock. Volume I edited by
G. Maspero and W. Harry Rylands; Vols II & III edited by Edouard Naville and W. Harry
Rylands; Volume IV, The Book of the Dead, (continued and completed by E. Naville), with a
157 page biography of Renouf by Naville. A beautiful copy, small bits of the back joint on
volume four are falling away (cloth defect), foot of volume four very slightly chipped, one spine
a little faded else fine, text bright and firm, a remarkable survival considering the weight of these
volumes (especially volume four). Renouf was Keeper of Oriental Antiquities at the British
Museum. The controversy over Budge’s succession--which Renouf was against as he thought
Budge to be unreliable--is revealing as it turns out Renouf was correct, Budge’s translation of
the Book of the Dead has been almost completely discredited, yet for some reason Renouf’s
translation here has been largely forgotten while Budge’s is still in print and still regularly
referred to as if canonical. See Ibrahim-Hilmy The Literature of Egypt p. 372-373 for an
exhaustive list of Renouf’s titles. $650.00
Smith, William, editor. - A DICTIONARY OF GREEK AND ROMAN GEOGRAPHY.
London: Murray 1873 two volumes, very thick 8vo, 1,108+1,383pp plus catalogue, strongly
rebacked and stained to the original black color. [plus] DICTIONARY OF GREEK AND
ROMAN BIOGRAPHY AND MYTHOLOGY. London: Murray 1850 three volumes
1,093+1,219+ 1,406pp, rebacked and stained black. [plus] DICTIONARY OF CHRISTIAN

BIOGRAPHY. London: Murray 1870 four volumes, thick 8vo, about 4,000pp, original cloth,
two joints torn but sewing and binding o/w solid. This work covers mainly the first three
centuries. [plus]: DICTIONARY OF GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES. London: Taylor
& Walton 1842, 1,121pp, original cloth gilt decorated, rear joint frayed but a firm very good
copy. 10 thick octavo volumes (about two and a half feet on the shelf) from this master compiler.
Besides his Dictionary of the Bible, his other works are mainly abridgments of these
foundational works. For the average student the detail here will overwhelm. Even for seasoned
bibliophiles the profundity of information is awe inspiring. Some of these titles are getting
scarce, especially in good condition as their size nearly mandated the quick deterioration of the
bindings. $1375.00
Taylor, Jeremy. – DUCTOR DUBITANTIUM OR THE RULE OF CONSCIENCE…IN FOUR
BOOKS. London: James Fletcher for Richard Royston 1660, 1st ed, thick quarto, (12”x 8.5”),
recent mottled calf antique style, raised bands, gilt label, [10]+XL+559+558pp, plus one leaf of
errata & catalog, lacks portrait, (but with extra engraved title depicting God writing on the heart
of man), printed title (rubricated, with illegible contemporary signature), another illegible
contemporary signature on fly (G. Croft Moesley?) dated 1770, recent gift inscription on front
paste-down, two short tears in volume one, ep’s a little edge-worn and soiled, text crisp and
fresh, a nice copy, strongly and handsomely bound. The second volume, with printed title dated
1660 has an engraving of Jesus as shepherd carrying lamb on his shoulders signed P. Lombart.
Besides portrait collated complete, L6 in volume two is a cancel as usual it seems. GathorneHardy 32A. The binding is expertly done preserving the original fly-leaves and paste-downs.
Besides the missing portrait the only problem with this volume is that some vigorous pencillings
on the front fly made some very faint pressure marks on the back of the engraved frontis. The
penultimate book by Taylor following his extremely popular The Rule and Exercises of Holy
Living, and The Rule and Exercises of Holy Dying (1650 and 1651). Meant to be a
comprehensive “manual” of Christian ethics, it was partly inspired by the works of Herbert of
Cherbury. $350.00
Von Hartmann, Eduard. - THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONSCIOUS. London: Kegan Paul
Trench Trubner 1893 2nd ed revised, (1st ed 1869), three vols, publ's blue cloth lettered in gilt
and decorated in black, XXXII+372+VI+368 +VIII+360pp, plus eight pages proceeding each
title page listing books in The English and Foreign Philosophical Library series, addenda at end
of volume III. Ex libris SSM Kelham, (Society of the Sacred Mission), spine lettering very
faded, front hinge of volume one a bit strained, cloth lightly rubbed along edges but no tears or
chips and still attractive on the shelf, text fine. A remarkably popular and influential work
considering the length and philosophical rigor. While surveying nearly every single possible way
of interpreting the unconscious, including psychical phenomena, Von Hartmann eventually
crafts his ‘philosophy of metaphysical realism.’ Rudolf Steiner refers to this book in a number of
his writings, and in Truth & Knowledge (1892) defines this as "the most significant
philosophical work of our time." Rare. Crabtree No.924, (long entry). $245.00
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